To whom it may concern,
Having served the U.S. defense, law enforcement and intelligence communities for over 25 years
as a Protective Programs subject matter expert (SME) and service provider to numerous high- and
low-profile U.S. federal agencies, I am a federally certified force options instructor actively
contracted by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), National Security Agency (NSA), Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Department of Homeland Security (DHS), and Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA). Formerly sworn and a former U.S. Defense Intelligence employee (ex-CIA), it
remains my responsibility to ensure infrastructure integrity and the personal safety of high-risk
personnel both domestically and abroad.
As such I was invited by Dave Trudeau the owner of Clear-Armor to attend a demonstration of the
Clear Armor laminate product on Wednesday July 10, 2013 at the Louisiana State University police
shooting range in Baton Rouge Louisiana. Mr. Trudeau explained that the demonstration would
consist of a 3’ x 6’ piece of glass treated with his product, being secured into a non-padded steel
frame and then shot with various caliber handgun rounds. Accepting Dave’s invitation I attended the
demonstration in person.
While at the demonstration I observed the following range of ammunition fired into Clear Armor
laminated glass by professional firearms experts fired from several handguns including:
9mm Luger 115gr FMJ
.38 Special JHP
.357 Magnum JHP
.40 S&W 180gr JHP Bonded

.45 ACP 230gr FMJ
.45 ACP 230gr JHP
.45 Long Colt 250gr JHP

After all rounds were fired, I and other attendees were allowed to walk down range and view the
glass. Not a single round had penetrated the glass. Small shattered pieces of glass and glass dust
covered the ground in front of the glass panel but nothing penetrated the glass panel and no loss of
integrity occurred on the back side of the laminated glass panel.
Having participated and been witness to numerous other types of demonstrations throughout my
career I was deeply impressed by the performance of the Clear Armor laminate. After my
observations it is my opinion that this product will significantly enhance the integrity and safety of
schools and other high risk infrastructure facilities.
Sincerely,

Steve Tarani, Managing Member
Global Resource Services, LLC
Email: steve@grs.us.com
Mobile: 949.439.5892

